
Deciding the Debate 

 The key question: What is more persuasive – the 
affirmative’s arguments to support the plan, or the 
negative’s arguments to oppose the plan? 

 Do: Weigh the pros and cons of the plan, based on the 
arguments in the final speeches of the debate. 

 Don’t: Inject your own opinion or perspective. Only 
consider the arguments as the debaters made them. 

 Do: Consider uncontested arguments ‘true.’ 

 Don’t: Evaluate new arguments in the final speech (that 
the negative team can’t respond to). 

 Do: Give extra weight to arguments that debaters support 
with evidence and careful explanation. 

 After the debate: 

 Explain to the debaters how you decided, and how they could 
have improved 

 Leave written comments on the ballot for them and their coaches 
to see 



Debate Structure 

1AC

• Introduce plan, and reasons to support it. 

• These arguments should be supported by evidence. 

1NC

• Introduce reasons to oppose plan and answer 1AC arguments. 

• Should read evidence to support these positions. 

2AC

• Briefly reiterate arguments from 1AC and answer 1NC arguments.

• Mix of evidence and explanation. Can include new arguments. 

2NC

• Expand on select 1NC arguments, and respond to 2AC answers

• Goal is to provide deeper arguments with more evidence

1NR

• Expand on different 1NC arguments, and respond to 2AC answers

• Goal is to provide deeper arguments with more evidence

1AR

• Extend arguments from 1AC, briefly answer negative arguments 

• Goal is to focus on key arguments needed to win the debate

2NR

• Closing argument: explain why the negative should win. 

• Should extend previous arguments, shouldn’t make new ones

2AR

• Closing argument: explain why the affirmative should win. 

• Should extend 1AR arguments. Can’t make new arguments. 

• 8 minutes for first four speeches (constructives), 5 for rebuttals.

• After each constructive, the speaker is questioned for 3 minutes 

by their opponent who is not about to give the next speech. 

• Each team can use a total of 8 minutes during the debate to 

prepare their speeches. This effectively ‘pauses’ the debate. 


